September Monthly Update Notification - Changes Effective September 20, 2019

Grades

- When an instructor enters a grade (for an assignment submission associated to that grade item) in the standard or spreadsheet view of Grade Book, the grade will also appear with the submission in Assignments. Previously, grades entered in the Assignment tool were passed on to Grade Book; however, grades for assignment submissions entered in Grade Book were not passed to the Assignments tool.

- When an instructor enters a grade for a discussion (associated to that grade item) in the standard or spreadsheet view of Grade Book, the grade will also appear with the discussion post in Discussions. Previously, grades entered in the Discussion were passed on to Grade Book; however, grades for discussions entered in Grade Book were not passed to the Discussions tool.

Quizzes

- Rounding logic for arithmetic and significant figures questions in quizzes will now round up from .5 by default. Previously these types of questions used to round to the nearest even integer (“banker’s rounding”). As a result, some calculations will round up where they previously rounded down from .5. Past quiz attempt scores are not affected by this change.